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PATRULYA NG PULISYA SA KAPASKUHAN
1. References:
a. Command Memorandum Circular on "Patrulya ng Pulis sa Kapaskuhan";
b. Memo from DPRM dated December 4, 2015 re Deployment of Uniform
Personnel for Patrol Duties during Yuletide Season; and
c. Conference presided by TDCO on December 3, 2015, re "Patrulya ng
Pulis sa Kapaskuhan".
2. Rationale:
Assurance of public safety has always been the priority of the PNP but it has
been noted that crime incidence especially robbery and theft increase during the
yuletide season due to the influx of Christmas shoppers and increased economic
activities. During this time, criminal elements usually take advantage of the situation to
carry out their nefarious activities.
To address this problem, the PNP will deploy uniform personnel assigned to
administrative functions from the NHQ, PROs, NSUs and all levels of police offices and
stations to perform limited beat patrol duties.
3. Purpose:
This Directive prescribes the investigative guidelines on how to carry out the
responsibilities of patrollers as first responders in the crime scene aside from their main
duty of preventing any untoward incident to keep the holiday celebrations merry and
safe.
4. Guidelines
To ensure the success of this program, the following guidelines should be
strictly followed:
a. General Guidelines:
1) Respect for Human Rights shall be adhered to at all times;
2) Police Operational Procedures and other applicable SOPs and on the
conduct of investigation shall be strictly observed;
3) All Uniformed personnel shall strictly observe "Tamang Bihis";
4) Patrollers, as First Responders, should have knowledge of the
provisions of laws and ordinances to perform their job efficiently and
responsibly;
5) Patrollers are usually the First Responders at the crime scene and
shall at all times carry a Miranda Warning ID and a pocket notebook for
the recording of vital information containing the 5 Ws and 1 H.

b. Specific Guidelines:
1) During a crime incident, patrollers shall proceed to the area to validate
information, record the exact time of arrival and all pertinent data
regarding the incident. They shall notify the DTOC, preserve and
cordon the crime scene, check whether the situation still possesses
imminent danger and call for back-up, if necessary, and evacuate
injured person/s;
2) Identify possible witnesses, conduct preliminary interview of witnesses
and ensure their availability for the incoming investigator-on-case,
make appropriate notification for danger and dragnet operations;
3) Prevent entry/exit of person/s within the cordoned area; account/note
for the killed, wounded & arrested persons for proper disposition; brief
& assist the investigator-on-case (IOC) upon arrival and turn over
the crime scene; conduct inventory on the evidence noted at the
crime scene; inventory receipt should be properly signed by the
organic patroller to include the SOCO team leader and the
investigator-on-case;
4) In case of arrest, organic patrol officers shall make the arrest and
execute the affidavits of arrest while augmentation personnel
shall act as witnesses;
5) Conduct bodily search on the apprehended suspect and search must
be done by an officer of the same gender;
6) Beat Patrollers should be active and notify the public to take the
necessary precautions to prevent any untoward incident in order to
keep the community holiday celebrations merry and safe.
5. Administrative Sanctions:
The filing of administrative charges pursuant to NAPOLCOM MC 2007-001
shall proceed against above mentioned personnel who refuse to take action on the
prescribed guidelines of this Directive.
6. For guidance and strict compliance.
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